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BASEL. Richard Flood is an
old hand of the art world. He
has just been appointed chief
curator of the New Museum
of Contemporary Art in New
York and has been chief cura-
tor of the Walker Art Center
in Minneapolis for many
years. Yesterday morning, he
chaired the discussion “The
art of collecting: those who
collect—artists and art pro-
fessionals” as part of the Art
Conversation series, spon-
sored by Bulgari. We inter-
viewed him about how he
tackles art fairs.
The Art Newspaper: What
is your approach to an
enormous fair such as Art
Basel?
Richard Flood: As a curator,
you are contacted in advance
by a lot of dealers who let
you know what they will be
displaying. If the fair is the
first place I’ll be able to actu-
ally see a work, then I go to
them first, but mostly, I just

Povera exhibition,
the first thing I did
was go to those
dealers most likely
to have material by
that group of artists
and, in a number of
cases, I found
works that I didn’t
even know existed,

or the whereabouts of which
were lost. 

We collect contemporary
and emerging work at the
Walker, and I spend a lot of
time listening to people tell
me: “There’s an incredible
painting or sculpture over
there.” I try to see as many as
I can of those recommenda-
tions from people I trust.
TAN: Do you actually buy
at the fair? 
RF: Very few [curators] are
empowered to just go in and
say, “I’ll have it”, because
everything has to be brought
back to go through an acqui-
sitions committee. You may
feel very certain that you will
be able to manage to acquire
the work for the collection,
but there is still an element
of risk. A lot of dealers really
want to nail that sale and
don’t want to be taking the
work back home with them,
and then having to wait for
the decision to go through a
committee and then having
to ship it. So if it’s a very
important, very expensive
work of art, the dealer can
choose to whom to sell it and
would really have to want to
sell it to a museum for the
process to run smoothly.
That’s why I and a lot of
museum colleagues gravitate
towards works on paper,
because you know what your
budget is for discreetly
priced things.
TAN: Some curators or
museum directors have
patrons on their boards of
trustees who have dedicat-
ed themselves to acquiring
work for the museum.
Some acquire the works for
their private collections,
later to be donated, and
some fund the acquisitions
of the museum. Does the
Walker have people like

follow the map.
Inevitably, on the
first day you are
running into hun-
dreds—literal ly
hundreds—of peo-
ple you haven’t
seen in a long
time, and making
your way through
the fair is a bit like getting
through a conversational
maze. On the second day, I
start again, with much more
efficiency.

I always have a feeling,
even as I go through and
check off where I have been,
that I am missing things. But
I think that’s the sign of a
great fair—when you are not
convinced that you have seen
absolutely everything. 
TAN: Is your priority to
look at art or meet with
dealers and collectors?
RF: The priorities change
from visit to visit. When I
was working on an Arte

“My Basel” by Claes Nordenhake

How US museum
curators buy at fairs
Richard Flood of New York’s New Museum of Contemporary

Art debunks some myths and gives advice to the visitor

Botero gets a conscience 

Fernando Botero in front of his painting inspired by the Abu Ghraib scandal,
currently on display at the Palazzo Venezia in Rome. For story, see p.4

Richard Flood

BASEL. As Art Basel’s initial
buying frenzy subsided and
dealers settled into the
steadier pace likely to domi-
nate the rest of the fair,
director Sam Keller was
yesterday already looking
forward to the next edition
of Art Basel/Miami Beach,
where visitors will discover
the latest in Messe
Schweiz’s stream of new
fair concepts. Art Cabinet, 
a programme aimed at
encouraging galleries to go
beyond merely hanging
works up for sale and instead
devote part of their booth to
more curatorial endeavours,
is to be unveiled at the fair 
in December.

“We have created Art
Cabinet in order to do sever-
al things”, explains Mr
Keller. “It will help galleries
get extraordinary works,
both from artists and from
estates, because of the spe-
cial focus on these pieces. It
will add a more cultural and
educational aspect to the
fair. And it will make the fair
visually different—there
will be greater variety
between the stands. ”

Recent examples of Art
Cabinet-style projects at Art
Basel would include the
entire room Manhattan
dealer Per Skarstedt devot-
ed to Richard Prince’s pho-
tograph Spiritual America
at last year’s Art Basel and
the dimly lit space created

at Thomas Ammann Fine
Arts to display a set of
Andy Warhol Diamond
Dustpaintings. 

As with pieces in the Art
Unlimited hall, Art Cabinet
projects will be proposed by

accepted galleries to the
selection committee, which
will then choose as many as
20 concepts for a special  sec-
tion in the fair’s catalogue.

“We don’t want Art
Cabinet to be like
Statements here, with lots of
mini shows for young
artists”, Mr Keller says. “It

will probably tend toward
more historical art. And it
could involve several
artists, as long as there’s a
strong curatorial concept.
The main issue is that with
the market being so strong

right now, galleries tend 
to go for commercial
approaches in building their
booths. The committee felt
we needed to give people a
motivation to try something
special, but without that
incentive, many of them
won’t take the risk.”
Marc Spiegler

New strategy for Art Basel

More theming, less serendipity

Neugerriemschneider’s drastically-themed stand this year
which was simply walled up empty. By Rirkrit Tiravanija 
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I always visit
the Pfeifen-
wolf in the
Frier Strasse
to buy cigars.
They have a
great selec-

tion and you get 10% off when
you buy a whole case.
My favourite restaurant is
Chez Donati. It is the most
beautiful traditional Tuscan
restaurant of the Italian dias-
pora. Because the Basel
restaurants are always full
during Art Basel, I always
make an excursion to Alsace
to a little village called

Villageneuf. There, in Au cerf,
they serve white asparagus,
and the 100 days of the
asparagus season comes to an
end during Art Basel, so that
is what I eat when I go there.
And finally, when we start
packing up after the fair has
ended, I go to Klingental,
which is right next door to the
biggest brothel in Basel and is
open all night.
Pfeifenwolf, Frier Strasse 10 ☎ 061 261 26 86
Hotel Klingental, Klingental 20 ☎ 061 681 62 48
Chez Donati, St Johanns-Vorstadt 48
☎ 061 322 09 19
Au Cerf, 72 rue du Gal de Gaulle
☎ 038 967 12 89
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